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Pop Quiz – Comparative and superlative adj. 

Circle the correct answer. 

1. The light green shirt is ______ than the white shirt. 

a) more nice b) nicest  c) nicer  d) niceer 

2. This red dress is ______ in the catalogue. 

a) more elegant b) elegant than c) the elegantest d) the most elegant 

3. That purple T-shirt is ______ the blue one. 

a) the cheaper  b) more cheap c) the cheapest d) cheaper than 

4. The Sony Bravia 4K TV is ______ this. 

a) biger than b) bigger  c) bigger than d) the biggest 

5. That motorcycle is ______ mine.    

a) really new b) newer  c) newer than d) the newest 

6. These jeans ______ than my old ones. 

a) is shorter b) the shortest c) are shorter d) are short 

7. Those high heels are the most ______. 

a) new  b) comfortable c) biggest d) cheap 

8. Which blouses are the ______ beautiful? 

a) most  b) more  c) that  d) and 

9. This is the most ______ book I have ever read. 

a) comfortable b) intelligent c) cheap  d) interesting 

10. I chose this car as my favorite because it's ______ the ones I have driven. 

a) the fastest of  b) faster than c) fast as d) the fastest from 
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